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AUTOBOX AB300

The ultimate shortrun, quick set boxmaker
With servo control, the AUTOBOX AB300 automatically changes from one style and size of box to another in
just seconds. Tools are controlled through the simple touch screen and set automatically. So whether you need
to produce small boxes, large wraps or more complicated cartons, the AUTOBOX AB300 makes them all at
the touch of a button.

Max sheet size: 2600mm | Max length: Unlimited | Speed: Up to 100m/min
° Modular design: Choose the machine to suit
your needs
° Fully auto-set via touch screen
° Flexibility from 0201’s to Wrap’s to Pallet
Boxes
Male/Female Crease
(Auto-set as option)
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° 60 second set up
° No tooling
° Produce around 50 box styles
° Modules for inline automation, print and
glue available

60 sec
set up

Programming is
straight forward with
the clear and simple
touch screen interface

Engineered to
deliver reliable and
efficient boxmaking
throughout the life of
the machine

MULTI-CUT MC300

Double the possible box styles with a single module
This high impact module improves flexibility and boosts profitability by virtually doubling the box styles it’s possible to
produce. Make boxes from stock board, remove glue tabs, make extra creases and even create windows.
° Add another 50 FEFCO styles including hand
holes, 0401’s without tooling and multi depth boxes

Die cutting

° Cut stock board to length & width

Double Scoring

Perforating
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BOXMAKING

AUTOBOX AB310

Everything you need, straight out of the box
This brand new addition to the KOLBUS range combines two modules or even three into a single frame to give you
unbeatable boxmaking capabilities at an extremely competitive price. Capable of making all of the most commonly
in demand FEFCO styles, the AB310 can even offer a digital print option that also fits under the hood. The heavy
duty slotting system and quick release slotting knives allow higher board grade conversions up to triple wall, as standard.

Max sheet size: 2600mm | Max length: Unlimited | Speed: Up to 100m/min
° Fully auto-set via touch screen

° Produce approx. 100 FEFCO styles

° Flexibility from 0201’s to Wrap’s to Pallet Boxes

° Cut stock board to length and width

° 60 second set up

° Inline ink jet printing option

° No tooling
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60 sec
set up

Automatic
adjustment of
the male / female
creasing tools
(optional)

Programming is
straight forward
with the clear and
simple touch screen
interface

Servo driven
auto set-up

Make a huge variety
of boxes and digitally
print in a single pass
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MODULE OPTIONS

AUTO-FEED AF300
Scissor lift table and overhead feeding system

° Fully automatic
° Handles sheet of up to 2600 mm x 6000 mm
° Vacuum pick up of top sheet
° Squaring device

TABLE-FEED TF300
High grip friction feeder
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° High grip friction feeder across the width of
machine allows for auto-feeding of board

AUTO-STACK AS300
Simple, effective blank stacking system

FLEXO-PRINT FP300
Inline, offset single colour print module

° Automatically stacks boxes from boxmaker
° Delivers boxes in neat piles onto pallets
° Handles sheet of up to 2600 mm x 4200 mm

° Servo controlled for excellent accuracy and image quality
° Repeatable print size of up to 990 mm x 1120 mm with
very small min repeat gap of only 300mm between prints
° 2 colour print option

NOZZLE-GLUER NG300
In line, cold glue strip application module

° In line cold glue strip application module
° Built in glue flap crush wheel ensures a more equally
stacked pallet
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BOXMAKING

BOXER BX200

Our most compact comprehensive boxmaker
With servo assisted, 60 second tool-less set-up, the BOXER BX200 makes shortrun boxmaking so much more viable.
Specifically designed to require minimal training, this super-compact machine saves space as well as money.

Max sheet size: 1950mm | Max length: Unlimited | Speed: Up to 80m/min
° Produce 100 box styles from wraps to pallet boxes
in almost any size, on demand, with no need for
prior knowledge
° Digital print available
° Make rugged ‘industry standard’ boxes
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° Set up practically for runs as small as a single box
° Make boxes using single wall all the way through
to heavy duty double wall
° Optional intelligent line cutter for lifting and
dropping

Robustly engineered
for fault free running

60 sec
set up

Slotting knives to
produces rugged
‘industry standard’
boxes

Boxes made to order
in any style you need,
and at any quantity
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BOX STYLES

Common FEFCO box styles possible using the KOLBUS machine range

AUTOBOX AB300

AUTOBOX AB310

BOXER BX200

BOX-MAKER BM100
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* Making this box using the AB300, requires the MC300 module. Not possible using the BM100
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PRINTING

DIGITAL-PRINT DP300
Inline digital print module

The DIGITAL-PRINT DP300 module offers fully integrated, single colour print, inline. This superbly engineered
addition uses a system of up to four individual, motorised self cleaning print heads to deliver all manner of print
requirements. Printing is programmed via the touch screen interface as part of the box making set up for added
speed and efficiency.

Max print size: 560mm wide x Unlimited length | Speed: Up to 100m/min
° Integrated inline solution
° 140, 280, 410 and 560mm print head options
° High resolution print - 360dpi
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° Make and print up to Jumbo sized boxes in a
single pass
° Quick cure ink

DIGI-LITE DL300
Entry level UV cured digital print

Simply roll the free standing DIGI-LITE DL300 module into position
at the rear of the box maker and input artwork via the USB port. Then
set up using the touch screen interface for excellent entry level single
colour inline digital print
° Ideal for logos, bar codes and
handling instructions
° High resolution print - 180dpi
° 70mm print head

° Speeds of up to 30m/min
° Simple set up
° Quick cure ink
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ENTRY LEVEL

The KOLBUS entry level boxmaking system
From sheets...

SLITTER-SCORER SC100

...to blanks...

BOX-MAKER BM100

...to boxes

PRO-MELT PM100

SLITTER-SCORER SC100
Easy to use corrugated sheet slitting machine
Using variable speed motor with electric control for precise control makes corrugated
sheet slitting an easy operation.
° Cuts stock corrugated board to the
correct size required for boxes

° Scoring tools are available for more
complex boxmaking or simple wraps

° Digital counter gives a clear read-out
of the measurement

° Easy slip surfaces

° Quick and easy to use
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° Quick set scoring

BOX-MAKER BM100
Entry level boxmaker

Simply choose your box style, input the required dimensions using
the touch-screen interface and the machine is ready to produce one
box or hundreds. You can even select from used pre-set styles and
dimensions in the BOX-MAKER BM100’s on board memory. With a
30 second set up, it produces the slots and creases on one side of the
cut board which is then rotated to produce the other side.
° Back guide simply winds into position
using digital counter for accuracy
° Variable speed motor for ease of use
° Mastered in minutes

30 sec
set up
Simple touch screen interface

PRO-MELT PM100
Quick and simple hot melt gluer

Make boxes in all styles and sizes

This innovative, simple solution for accurate and economic finishing applies
a measured amount of hot-melt adhesive from the capacious reservoir across
the whole length of the glue flap for excellent adhesion, every time. Much more
effective than a hand gun, reducing the risk of RSI and also more cost effective
using cheaper pellets as opposed to slugs.
° No set up

° Fast and easy to use

° Hot melt for an instant finishing
with no waiting

° For all sizes of boxes
° Robust, durable design
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GLUING

5 min

Straight Line
set up

15 min

Crash-Lock
set up

MULTI-NOVA MN400
Quick set, multi point gluer

Running microflute to EB flute, this highly adaptable gluer can finish 100’s of straight line and crash-lock box styles
simply, quickly and hassle free.

Max Straight line sheet size: 2000mm x 1000mm
Max three point sheet size: 1700mm x 1000mm | Speed: Up to 3000/hour
° Quick and easy make-ready
° Pressurized PVA gluing
° Automatic belt-driven feed with electronic speed
control and memory function
° Extremely versatile at producing difficult panel sizes
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° Glues side seam jointing, die cutting and
three-point crash-lock boxes.
° Compression section returns underneath the
machine for space saving, ergonomic design
° Optional batch counter

Automatic feed section

Folding section

Gluing Section

Compression section

Set up interface

Machine adjustment
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GLUING

PRO-GLUER PG100
Simple, straight line gluer

This easy to use to use, fast set up, high output, semi-automatic box gluer has variable speed
setting and delivers standard cold PVA adhesive from a transparent easy-clean reservoir.

Max blank size: 1200mm x 2400mm
Min blank size: 100mm x 330mm | Speed: c30m/min
° Simple to set up and to operate with
minimum operator training
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° Programmable batch counter with
alarm

SUPPORT

24 hours a day
365 days a year,
Support. The KOLBUS way

The KOLBUS family
The team at KOLBUS sets a very high
priority on direct all round service and
support to ensure that everything goes
smoothly with your system - from installation
to commissioning and throughout your
production operations. We deliver this high
calibre support worldwide, online and on site
through a network of experienced service
technicians, your contact partners in our
subsidiaries and sales agencies.
We’ve become very efficient at
delivering this complex capability through

an on going commitment to developing
open source, all round compatible control
platforms for over 20 years ago.
Just as you can use KOLBUS 3·60
Assist to integrate your KOLBUS system
efficiently into your workflow, you can also
maintain a continuous link to our service
teams and resources.
KOLBUS Remote Diagnostics
guarantees you assured optimal 24/7
service and support. You’ll get assistance
with maintenance and process optimisation

for your networked KOLBUS machines
and systems, helping you to cut your
maintenance costs and increase your
flexibility and productivity in the long term.
Our security measures (e.g. VPN) will also
protect the security of your systems and
networks at all times.
During the warranty period our
KOLBUS Remote Diagnostics service is
available to you free, with the option of
extending the support after that period with
a service contract.
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The power to deliver...

THE HOME OF BOXMAKING
KOLBUS AutoBox Ltd | Kolbus House | Blackburn Road | Townsend Industrial Estate | Houghton Regis LU5 5BQ | UK
E: sales@autoboxmachinery.com | T: +44 (0) 1525 379359
www.autoboxmachinery.com
KOLBUS GmbH & Co. KG | Osnabrücker Straße 77 | 32369 Rahden | Germany
T: +49 577 171 - 0 | F: +49 577 171 - 333
www.kolbus.com

